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What are remote experiments at SACLA?
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Run has been conducted over the internet for the first 
time ever with high-power optical laser systems
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Demo: Executing a Run over the Internet
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†Tools and software for remote operation may be different when they are available for users.

Single shot of high power laser with XFEL



SACLA offers a variety of ways to carry out user 
experiments during/after the COVID-19 pandemic
• User activities at SACLA have been significantly influenced by the pandemic, 

particularly for international users. 


• To maintain and increase the scientific activities at the facility, we develop 
various ways for users to conduct their experiments:

- On-site Participation: Traditional style (with a limited number of visitors)

- Remote Participation: Most users stay off-site without control

- Remote with Control (plan): Most operations are performed from off-site

- Hybrid: Mixture of above 


• “Remote with Control” will be introduced in 2021B expectedly starting with 
pilot experiments at the high-power laser platforms.


• We are still learning and trying to find a suitable way to support users with 
remote capabilities.
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Strict restriction of international travel made a huge 
impact on research activities in 2020
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Development of new ways to conduct experiments remotely is 
essential for the continuous growth of our facility.

Other  
Countries/Regions

23
Japan

41

Cancelled
2%

Performed
98%

Cancelled
48%

Performed
52%

Approved Proposals for 2020A 
Regions of PI’s Institute

Total: 64 Proposals 
(incl. additional call for late 2020)



SACLA has been open for all users since  
the resumption of user operation in June 2020
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On-site Participation

On-site 
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Off-site 
Data Analysis …

Before 2020 After 2020

• Currently, there is no restriction to visit the facility. However, the entry 
restrictions to Japan substantially limit the visit of most international users.


• We request users to minimize the on-site participants. Some tools are 
available for off-site users to involve in the experiments;

- Information sharing directly from operation consoles at experimental 

stations (now connected to Google Docs, Sheets, and Drive)

- Fast X server (FastX) for GUIs on high-performance computing (HPC) 

system (improved user experience using GUI software on HPC)

- Online storage server (Nextcloud) for convenient data sharing

http://sacla.xfel.jp/?p=14408

→Joti-san (next talk)



We recognized strong user collaborations:  
Representative collaborators carried out experiments
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Remote Participation

On-site 
Collaborators Based in Japan

Off-site  
Users incl. PIs

On-site Work
• Sample preparation and alignment


• Setup and operation of equipment, 
including owned by users


• All work using operation consoles, 
typically except data analysis

• In some cases, the collaboration across countries enabled performing 
experiments with the support of communication technologies.


• Key points for success:

- Collaborators in Japan with a deep understanding of the experiments

- Before beam time: Well defined role sharing and experimental plan

- During beam time: Smooth communication and information/data sharing


• A load for on-site collaborators is much heavier than that in the usual (i.e. old-
style) collaborations.

Nothing special!



As a tentative solution, SACLA staff fully supported 
some user experiments on-site
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Remote Participation
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SACLA Staff

Off-site  
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Limited On-site Work

• Some experiments have been carried out in “mail-in” style after strong 
requests from users who do not have suitable collaborators in Japan.


• This kind of support will be available in 2021 continuously but limited to 
experiments that use only standard instruments of SACLA. Some 
experiments are not applicable, for example, if those require;

- User-owned equipment 
- Unestablished methods or complex procedures 
- On-site sample preparation 
- 24-hour on-site operations

http://sacla.xfel.jp/?p=14408

Please ask the beamline scientists if your experiment 
scheduled in 2021A can be carried out in this style.

• Just placing samples prepared by users


• Setup and operation of equipment, 
excluding owned by users


• All work using operation consoles, 
except data analysis

✗
✗

✗
✗



Not all “on-site work” is necessarily conducted by 
“on-site participants” if remote-control is realized
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Conducting experiments remotely is beneficial to 
users and also the facility
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Remote with Control

On-site 
Collaborators or SACLA Staff

On-Site Hands-on Work

• On-site participants can focus on hands-on work in the facility.


• Off-site participants can conduct routine processes for data acquisitions.


• A hybrid style, in which limited users visit SACLA and others joined remotely 
with control, can be also realized with the remote-control capability.

- On-site users may not need to make 2-3 teams for the 24-hour operation, 

since the off-site team can take over a part of the shifts.

- A few users may be enough just to prepare samples on-site or setup user-

owned equipment, which are not done by the facility staff. 

Operation 
Console



Demonstration shows technical feasibilities to control 
beamline equipment over the internet
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VPN Connection WiFiExecuted on Browser

†Tools and software for remote operation may be different when they are available for users.



• What we have learned from the demos so far…

- The system worked smoothly when the network is faster than ~10 Mbps.

- Very high spec PCs are not necessarily for the remote control. Modern 

laptops seem to be good enough to do the job.

- Displays are an important factor to improve the user experience.


• Please be aware that the remote control system is still under development. 
Not only the look and feel but also the available software is subject to change.

“Remote with Control” worked as expected in the 
demo when the network speed is fast enough
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Safety and security need to be ensured  
before “Remote with Control” is offered to users
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• Ensuring safety is the highest priority in the experimental area either the users 
are on-site or not.

- Work Safety: appropriate policy and new safety system are necessary for 

remote experiments

- Radiation Safety: available safety interlock system works fine also for 

remote experiments

- Laser Safety: minor modification on available laser interlock system is 

necessary just for high-power laser systems


• Ensuring security for the facility network is essential. An appropriate system 
will be prepared for remote experiments.



Remote control cannot be a perfect solution to all 
experiments, however, it is certainly a valuable option
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• Any hands-on work should be done in person by people on site. That 
includes, for example, sample preparation and initial setup.


• Fully Remote Style: on-site facility staff acts on behalf of users

- Similar to “Remote participation with SACLA staff”, there will be some 

limitations, for example (not confirmed yet):

‣ Set up and procedures: Limited to well-established or standard

‣ User-owned Equipment: Not applicable

‣ Sample: Need to be delivered to SACLA

‣ Support Time: Limited to be in the daytime


• Hybrid Style: on-site collaborators (users) act on behalf of off-site users

- Limitations depend on the capability and availability of on-site users.

First pilot experiments of “Remote with Control” are expected at the high-
power laser platforms since standard setups are available and most of the 
hands-on work has been done by the facility staff at the platforms.



SACLA offers a variety of ways to carry out user 
experiments during/after the COVID-19 pandemic
• User activities at SACLA have been significantly influenced by the pandemic, 

particularly for international users. 


• To maintain and increase the scientific activities at the facility, we develop 
various ways for users to conduct their experiments:

- On-site Participation

- Remote Participation

- Remote with Control

- Hybrid


• “Remote with Control” will be introduced in 2021B expectedly starting with 
pilot experiments at the high-power laser platforms.


• We are still learning and trying to find a suitable way to support users with 
remote capabilities.
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We appreciate your input on the ways and 
capabilities of remote experiments.
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